For $29.99 ... "Lose-3-Pounds-A-Week-Minimum"
Guaranteed, Or Your Money Back

The Two-Step AUTO-DIET (Automatic Diet)
For Males or Females
THE PROPOSAL - "Do you want to lose weight? Have you ever
heard of a diet plan that (this time) is sure to help you lose weight? If you
follow the AUTO-DIET as prescribed, you will lose at least 3 pounds per
week - up to 40 pounds - guaranteed, or your money back! What's more,
the AUTO-DIET plan is completely automatic and natural with nothing else
to buy - ever. That means no fancy powders, expensive pills, costly
prescriptions, high-priced special foods, or strange special gadgets (other
than a good digital bathroom scale). Plus, there are no "schedule changes"
necessary, like buying a membership to a fitness center for regular timeintensive exercise routines. And what's more, you won't feel so "out of
sorts" that you can't still enjoy life to the fullest. You just need this special
Two-Step Plan, and the will-power to make it work! Then the weight just
drops off from places you hate. If this sounds good, read on!
Have you gained too much extra weight in your adult life? Were you
of rather normal weight going into adulthood, but after starting your life maybe adding job, spouse, having kids, a mortgage - you are now carrying
10, 20, up to 40 extra pounds that slowly crept up in unsightly places?

Do you no longer look your best? Do your clothes not fit the same? Are you
also more tired carrying that extra weight, and that diminishes your
appearance, stamina, and libido? Do you even feel your overall health is
suffering? Have you tried other failed diet plans that cost too much to enroll,
and had other expenses down the road? If this sounds like you, then we
suggest that you try the Two-Step AUTO-DIET and "Lose-3-Pounds-A-WeekMinimum" - up to 40 pounds. Why? Because IT WORKS!

